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Legal Framework

• Pursuant to law 249 of 1997, AGCOM is competent to decide disputes
between users and telecommunications operators.

• For these disputes the conciliation attempt is mandatory.

• The first Regulation to implement the Law 249/97 was adopted by AGCOM in
2002.

• To carry out the mediations, Agcom relies on the regional committees for
communications, present in each of the 20 Italian regions.
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ADR procedure (“analogic” approach)
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Regarding the mediation activity, in 2017 more than 97.000

disputes were settled by authorised mediator before the

Co.Re.Com. (Regional Communications Committees).

Average effectiveness: more than 80%

Average duration: 80 days

Mediation activity (“analogic” approach)



Pros and Cons of the “analogic” ADR procedure

PLUS

• Procedure is FREE OF COSTS

• Effective alternative to Tribunals

• Strong relationship with the consumers

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

• number of applications keeps increasing

• Co.re.Coms cannot keep the pace

• Need for a more efficient procedure
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In order to eliminate the problems related
to the huge number of requests to
manage, in particular the waste of
resources for the registration of the
applications, for sending communications,
as well as for the management of
conciliation meetings, AGCOM decided to
completely digitalize the procedure.

ConciliaWeb is a telematic platform for
the management of disputes between
users and operators of electronic
communications and pay TV.

From the presentation of the application
to the signing of the conciliation report, all
the procedures are carried out through
the platform.
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• Fully digital/online procedure developed by AGCOM: web-based app

• Simplified procedure for specific topics: no need to meet in person and

at the same time.

• Each participant may deliver documents, requests, statements in

different moments through the platform

• Meetings take place in Virtual Rooms

New procedure started on the 23 of July 2018

Key points of the digital procedure:



ConciliaWeb: Users Dashbord



ConciliaWeb: Users application



The user fills in the template online, after having been registered, indicating 
the object of the dispute and the quantification of the compensation 

(from 1st of march 2021 only access with digital identity SPID or electronic ID)

The form is simultaneously notified by e-mail to the operator 

The form is formally verified automatically by the system before sending it, in 
order to verify the integrity and consistency of fields

The operator and the user in their reserved areas can "talk" to reach an 
agreement. If the parties find an agreement, the platform generates a signed 

text through OTP (DIRECT NEGOTIATION)

The new ADR procedure

https://conciliaweb.agcom.it/


Once the negotiation phase is finished, the conciliation procedure begins

The system automatically produces the positive 
report and automatically sends it via email to the 
parties, as it can be found in their private areas. 

The parties sign with the OTP

END

…

Simplified Mediation Standard Mediation

…

videoconference meeting

If an agreement is reached during the hearing, 
the conciliator prepares a report through the 
platform, which the parties sign with the OTP

https://conciliaweb.agcom.it/


The new ADR procedure: 
simplified mediation

https://conciliaweb.agcom.it/


Mediator Operator

Users

The new ADR procedure:
Standard mediation

Corecom access point

https://conciliaweb.agcom.it/


BET WON?

Better Users 
access

Simplified
procedure

Direct 
Negotiation

Greater 
efficiency

What did we bet on:
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+ 28% of applications
thanks to the digital 

approach!



User statistic (update 20/09/2021)
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USERS: 348.441

OPERATORS: 269

INTERMEDIARIES:    Consumer Associations 17 Lawyers 6.127

CORECOM: Responsibles for the proceedings: 264



Use of the procedure in times of Pandemic

Applications:374.366 (simplified 22%)
Concluded: 94%  (simplified 97%)
…direct negotiation: 12% (more than 44.000)

Number of mediation concluded/ applications
2018 (from July 23): 12.865
(applications 55.640)
2019: 120.934

(applications 131.986)
2020: 132.512 
(applications 122.140)

2021 (until August 31): 81.618

(applications 63.893)
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Awards

Conciliaweb was awarded in
Italy with a diploma of merit
in the context of the
sustainable PA award, and at
international level as best
practice for the protection of
users in the context of
Regulatel, a body that brings
together the regulatory
authorities of the
telecommunications market
of Latin America and Europe
(Italy, Spain and Portugal).



Conclusions

The example 
of the 
ConciliaWeb 
platform 
shows that:

digital services simplify access for users, making it possible
under all conditions, not only in exceptional cases (such as
the pandemic) but also in normal situations (e.g. strike of
means of transport, atmospheric events, etc.)

to overcome users' initial mistrust of digital services, it can
be helpful to force them to confront them. In addition,
widely used digital platforms can play a driving role for the
dissemination of other tools (e.g. digital identity, email
address, digital signature, etc.)

the digitalization of public administration makes smart
working possible, which in many cases improve the
performance of civil servants

digital administration and the dematerialization of
documents lead to enormous savings in human and
economic resources, while respecting the principles of
efficiency and effectiveness of administrative action



Thank You for your 
attention!

e.cotugno@agcom.it


